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Abstract. This paper shows how runtime monitoring can be applied at
different phases of electronic-product development in automotive indus-
try. Starting with concept development, runtime monitors are generated
from the product requirements and then embedded in a chip simulation
to track the specification compliance at an early stage. In the later phase
when a prototype or a product is available, the runtime monitors from the
concept development are reused for synthesis into FPGA for monitoring
the implementation correctness of the product/system during runtime
tests at real-time speeds. This is advantageous for long-term test scenar-
ios where simulation becomes impractical or where evaluation of large
amounts of data is required. For example, about 480 K frames/min are
exchanged between a sensor and an ECU. This is beyond the capability
of an engineer to check the specification conformance of every frame even
for one minute of the system run. We embed monitors in a real-world
industrial case study, where we runtime-check the requirements of an
automotive sensor interface both in simulation and for the test chip.

1 Introduction

Electronic components and software systems in the automotive industry are
increasingly prominent: They already encompass up to 35 % of the costs of a car
and they will continue to expand [1]. The compliance with the stricter safety
standards (e.g. ISO 26262 [2]), the increase in the number of functions that
the electronic systems of a vehicle must fulfill (ADAS [3], X-by-wire [4]), the
tight time-to-market schedule, and the enlarged system complexity challenge
the automotive electronic industry as never before. To overcome these challenges,
chip manufacturers strive for solutions that help capture errors at all stages of
the development cycle.

Sensors build up the front-end between the analog world and the digital
electronic systems. They provide the required level of safety and comfort while
driving: E.g., they detect the rotation angle of a steering wheel, the position of
pedals, the pressure for launching airbags [5], the distance to surrounding objects
(high-speed radar sensor), air pressure in tires (tire pressure monitor sensor,
TPMS), etc. In this paper we show how runtime verification [6], a light-weight
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Fig. 1. Electronic power steering: two magnetic sensors measure the rotation angle of
the steering wheel. The rotation angle is then sent to the electronic control unit (ECU).
Based on the speed and the sensor data, the ECU activates the motor. The lower the
speed, the more the motor is activated. This affects the ease of rotating the steering
wheel.

state-of-the-art technique for checking compliance between a specification and a
system at runtime, can be applied during sensor chip development. We consider
a sensor that measures a magnetic field, from which the angle of the steering
wheel can be calculated in an electronic power-steering application (Fig. 1).

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

1. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to showcase runtime verifica-
tion techniques in automotive sensor chip design and provide two use cases:
Simulation and lab measurement.

2. In the first use case, the runtime monitors which are formalized and gener-
ated from product requirements are embedded in the test bench of a chip
concept simulation. The implementation’s correctness with respect to the
requirements is then possible to monitor during simulation runtime.

3. In the second use case, the runtime monitors are reused and synthesized into
an FPGA hardware for monitoring implementation correctness in the lab.

4. We demonstrate our approach on a real-world industrial case study, checking
the communication protocol between a magnetic sensor and an ECU.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 discusses the related
work. Section 3 elaborates on the use cases of runtime verification during chip
design. Section 4 presents the case study and the experimental results. Section 5
offers our concluding remarks.

2 Related Work

Evaluating a temporal-logic specification ϕ over a trace or a signal is usually
associated with either an automaton construction [7,8] or with the concept of a
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temporal tester [9]. In [7] the authors present a technique to build a deterministic
timed automaton that accepts traces that satisfy an MTL formula ϕ. In [9] the
authors proposed a compositional, transducer-like way of evaluating temporal
logic formulas, threafter applied in hardware runtime monitoring [10].

Hardware runtime monitors for temporal logic properties [10–12] are usually
generated directly in HDL languages (VHDL or Verilog). In this paper we apply
High-Level Synthesis for RTL generation from the C/C++ code. Moreover, the
application domains of hardware temporal logic monitoring in [11,12] are quite
different from the chip design for the automotive industry.

FPGA-based development and emulation [13–15] are increasingly used in
safety critical automotive electronic system development, as accelerated hard-
ware models support real-time testing of both hardware and software at an early
stage of the development and help overcome simulation bottlenecks.

3 Industrial Use Case

In this section we ellaborate on how runtime monitoring of signal-temporal-logic
(STL) [16] requirements can be applied for both checking the conformance of a
chip model and for testing the chip later on against the formalized requirements.

Figure 2 shows the flow of the runtime-monitors generation for the two use
cases at Infineon Technologies Austria AG. In a first step, we formalize time-
invariant product requirements, and obtain a set of temporal logic formulas. We
use bounded-time STL as a specification language, due to its ability to handle
analog-mixed-signal properties. In a next step we produce an equisatisfiable past
STL formula [17], which will be used as formal specification for the use cases.

3.1 Use Case 1: Runtime Monitors in Simulation

The first use case, Runtime Monitors in Simulation, checks the implementation
correctness of the developing electronic product. The use case draws inspiration
from the offline monitoring framework [13]. However, simulation traces are simul-
taneously generated and checked against the product’s requirements during the
simulation runtime. Monitors are embedded in the toplevel test bench and are
being simulated together with the Design-Under-Test. This allows one to run
the chip model and the monitors at once and observe whether the chip model
satisfies its formalized specification for different test cases (that correspond to
various environmental conditions, power supply quality or fault injections).

We use the SystemC implementation of the STL temporal-operators (“behav-
ior” Fig. 2). This allows us to speed up the implementation and to use the facil-
ities of the SystemC and C++ libraries.

3.2 Use Case 2: Runtime Monitors for Lab Evaluation

At a later phase of the development, the chip is taped-out in the so-called engi-
neering samples. These samples still need to be verified in the lab environment.
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Fig. 2. Runtime monitoring generation flow

The key concept of use case 2 is to synthesize the monitors from use case 1
into FPGAs, to be used as an extended lab-equipment support for lab evaluation
activities. This is especially true for the scenarios in which errors can be seen
only after a certain test time. For example, hardware runtime errors, or scenarios
including large amounts of data exchange between sensor and ECU. The aim
is to guarantee that the implementation satisfies the requirements, under its
operational condition, and sometimes under a stress condition.

In this use case runtime monitors are synthesized in an FPGA and run in
parallel with the test hardware to keep up with the real-time sensor-ECU data
exchange requirements. The C++ code (“synthesizable” in Fig. 2) is supplied to
High-Level Synthesis [18] to generate RTL that can be put in FPGA. To be able
to obtain efficient hardware implementation the code must use hardware precise
data types and must not dynamically allocate memory.

4 Case Study: Automotive Sensor Interface

This section describes the runtime monitoring, both in simulation and in hard-
ware, of the magnetic sensor used in electronic power steering (Fig. 1).

We monitor the temporal requirements of the communication protocol (PSI5)
between the sensor and the ECU. To demonstrate our approach we build STL
monitors for checking the shape of the data and synchronization pulses. The
ECU sends synchronization pulse to the sensor via the voltage line. The sensor
produces the reply by modulating the current. We monitor both, the voltage from
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Fig. 3. The runtime monitor in simulation: setup and results

the ECU and the current from the sensor: raise and fall time of these pulses must
not exceed trise. These requirements can be written in the past-STL:

rise req: enter(high) → transS [0,trise]exit(low)
fall req: enter(low) → transS [0,trise]exit(high),

where enterϕ and exitϕ are syntactic sugar for �¬ϕ ∧ ϕ and �ϕ ∧ ¬ϕ.
Figure 3 shows the simulation setup and the result of a run of the chip model.

A magnetic field - Signal 1 in Fig. 3 - is supplied to the sensor. Then the field
values are sampled by an ADC and passed through a filter for internal processing
in a sensor, Signals 2–4. After powering the chip and a passed stabilization
time, the ECU sends synchronization pulses to the sensor (Signal 5, Fig. 3). In
synchronization mode, each synchronization pulse sent by the ECU is responded
by modulated sensor frames: Signal 6. Signals 7–12 in Fig. 3 are intermediate
outputs of the sub-formula of the specification “rise req” (“fall req” is omitted
from the picture for conciseness). Signal 13 is the output of the monitor, which,
in this case, indicates that the requirement has been met.

To demonstrate the second use case, we generate the runtime monitors in
FPGA and check the test chip. Figure 4 illustrates the lab setup: To emulate
the ECU we use a signal generator that sends synchronization pulses to the
test chip. The sensor replies with data packets, which are handled by an Analog
Front-End (AFE). In the FPGA the transmission line between the sensor and the
ECU is modeled (Fig. 1) to facilitate an evaluation of various system integration
scenarios. We generate hardware monitors using Vivado HLS and integrate them
to the output of the transmission line, where we check the same requirements as
in the chip simulation (i.e. “req rise”). We use the Xilinx debug core to observe
the communication between the sensor and the ECU and the outputs of our
monitors on the ChipScope (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Runtime monitor in hardware: chip scope results
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5 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed and illustrated the two use cases of runtime monitoring
in the automotive electronic development, and demonstrated their usefulness by
checking the communication interface requirements of a steering-wheel magnetic
sensor. We showed that runtime monitors can be included in a chip-concept
simulation and that they can be later reused for requirements-monitoring in-
the-lab after applying High Level Synthesis. Runtime monitoring in automotive
electronic industry promises to speed up the verification process and can be
considered as an additional tool to capture runtime bugs which could be very
challenging to catch by classical in-the-lab approaches.
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